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ABSTRACT
We revisit the use of crowdsourced throughput measurements to infer and localize congestion on end-to-end paths, with particular focus on points of interconnections between ISPs. We analyze three challenges with this approach. First, accurately identifying which link on the path is congested requires fine-grained network tomography techniques not supported by existing throughput measurement platforms. Coarse-grained network tomography can perform this link identification under certain topological conditions, but we show that these conditions do not always hold on the global Internet. Second, existing measurement platforms provide limited visibility of paths to popular web content sources, and only capture a small fraction of interconnections between ISPs. Third, crowdsourcing measurements inherently risks sample bias: using measurements from volunteers across the Internet leads to uneven distribution of samples across time of day, access link speeds, and home network conditions. Finally, it is not clear how large a drop in throughput to interpret as evidence of congestion. We investigate these challenges in detail, and offer guidelines for deployment of measurement infrastructure, strategies, and technologies that can address empirical gaps in our understanding of congestion on the Internet.
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1We used data from 2015 to align it with the M-Lab reports [4, 27].

1 INTRODUCTION
The relentless growth of Internet traffic demands, and the growing concentration of content across a few providers and distribution networks, have led to capacity constraints, particularly at points of interconnection between content providers, transit providers, and access ISPs. Interconnection bandwidth contention has in turn led to high-profile disputes over who should pay for additional interconnection capacity [8–10, 19, 40, 43]. The resulting and potentially contentious interactions among providers have implications for network stability and performance, leaving the congested link as an externality for all users of the link until the dispute is resolved. This situation has led to recent interest in technical, regulatory, and policy circles in techniques to detect the presence of persistent interdomain congestion, and to localize it to specific links in the network. One approach to detecting congestion that has received significant recent attention is the use of crowdsourced throughput measurements, such as those offered by the Measurement-Lab (M-Lab) platform or Ookla’s Speedtest.net web service [31].

We present a systematic analysis of inference techniques and challenges associated with using throughput measurements to infer the presence, location, and characteristics of congestion. We use NDT tests collected by the M-Lab platform in May 2015, along with M-Lab’s analysis of this data [4, 27], as a case study of throughput-based inferences, and explore three challenges.

First, using crowdsourced end-to-end throughput measurements to localize congestion to specific links in the network requires applying tomographic techniques to network paths observed during the measurements. We show that applying tomography at a coarse AS-level is difficult, requires several assumptions about the topology that do not always hold, and can be complicated by the complexity of link and router-level interconnection that constitute an AS-link.

Second, platforms capable of supporting throughput measurements currently observe a limited set of interdomain links of any given access network. While M-Lab operates a large distributed server-side measurement infrastructure and releases all data publicly, as of February 2017 M-Lab was able to measure between 0.4% and 9% of AS-level interconnections of access ISPs in U.S. (between 2.8% and 30% when considering AS-level peer interconnections). Furthermore, we show that between 79% to 90% of AS-level interconnections traversed on paths from U.S. ISPs toward popular web content were not testable using M-Lab’s server infrastructure.
Finally, although crowdsourcing measurements can be an excellent way to expand sampling coverage and diversity, crowdsourcing can also yield biased samples. Coverage by user-generated measurements around the world does not account for other factors that may influence performance, including time of day, access link speed, and quality of the home network launching the tests. The opacity of these factors prevents reasoning about their possible influence, which raises concerns about the statistical validity of the analyses.

After a systematic analysis of available data, we offer several suggestions for improving the utility of collected throughput measurements to characterize congestion upstream of a client’s access link. These suggestions include improved topology measurement and analysis techniques, more careful stratification of test results based on topological information, strategic deployment of server infrastructure to maximize coverage, and cross-validating crowdsourced measurements using more systematically collected data from other measurement platforms. Our analysis informs our own planning of existing and future measurement infrastructure, not just for throughput measurement, but for any generalized framework that aims to measure performance on an Internet-wide scale.

Section 2 presents details of existing measurement infrastructure projects that support crowdsourced throughput measurements and publish results. Section 3 and 4 describe how to apply tomographic techniques to these measurements to infer the location of congestion, and explain limitations of these techniques. Section 5 describes limitations in visibility of relevant interconnections, and Section 6 reviews statistical limitations on use of crowdsourced throughput measurements. Section 7 summarizes lessons learned and offers recommendations for improving interconnection congestion measurement and inference capability.

2 EXISTING THROUGHPUT MEASUREMENT PLATFORMS

Multiple platforms solicit crowdsourced throughput measurements from users using Web-based speed tests, including Ookla’s Speedtest.net, DSLreports, and M-Lab. In addition, clients that are part of the FCC’s Measuring Broadband America [44] platform or the Bismark platform [7] also perform periodic throughput measurements from home routers. Throughput measurements typically run simple bulk data transfers over TCP [31] over a short period of time, aiming to measure the bottleneck link by saturating it with one or more TCP flows. The bottleneck link is commonly the “last mile”: the access link between the client and the Internet. In this scenario, the ideal location of the server is as close as possible to the client, to minimize latency to the client. TCP throughput has a well-understood inverse relationship with latency [33]: the longer the latency across a path, the lower the throughput, all other factors being equal. Therefore, as broadband access speeds increase, low latencies from test servers to clients ensure that throughput measurements can saturate the bottleneck link on the path to the client[6].

Popular throughput measurement service providers such as Ookla and M-Lab have extensive geographically distributed infrastructure to achieve low latencies to clients.

2.1 Throughput Measurements on M-Lab

M-Lab is a distributed platform with hundreds of well-provisioned machines around the world that serve as destinations (targets) for a set of freely available performance measurement and diagnostic tools. Users may download and run any of the supported software tools that estimate performance characteristics of paths between the client and M-Lab servers. One of these tools, the Network Diagnostic Test (NDT), is a Web-based tool that runs a throughput measurement in each direction: from client to server (upstream), and server to client (downstream), as follows. A client initiates an NDT measurement to M-Lab, and the M-Lab backend uses IP geolocation to select a server close to the client. Each test estimates the downstream throughput from the server to the client, and the upstream throughput from the client to the server, during which the server logs statistics including round trip time, bytes sent, received, and acknowledged, congestion window size, and the number of congestion signals (multiplicative downward congestion window adjustments) received by the TCP sender. The server also stores the raw packet captures for the test, which are publicly available through Google’s BigQuery and Cloud Storage [29, 30]. Unlike Ookla and DSLreports, which only make aggregated stats available publicly, M-Lab makes all data available, including packet traces and supplementary path data.

2.2 Inferring Congestion using M-Lab data

The high density of U.S. server deployments on M-Lab facilitates the crowdsourcing of a rich set of measurements that include different combinations of transit provider and access ISPs. In 2014 and 2015, two well-publicized measurement reports—one from M-Lab itself [27], and another from the “Battle for the Net” advocacy group [1]—used NDT measurements on M-Lab to infer congestion in peering and transit networks in the U.S.

In 2014, a team from M-Lab team analyzed 18 months of NDT data collected by the M-Lab platform to infer interdomain congestion between large transit ISPs and large access ISPs [27]. The report aggregated results from clients of access ISPs to servers located in various transit providers, and grouped the tests by source AS, destination AS, and server location. They analyzed metrics such as download throughput, flow round-trip time (or flow RTT, which is the latency between the server and the client), and packet retransmission rates. They found diurnal patterns in the median values of these metrics, from which they inferred persistent congestion on paths between several U.S. access ISPs (including many large ISPs such as Comcast, AT&T, Verizon, and Time Warner) and transit providers (such as Cogent, Verizon, and XO). This report generated discussion in the academic community regarding the technical soundness of the measurement and analysis methods, and requests for revisions to the report to address its flaws [41].

Starting early 2015, a net neutrality advocacy group called “Battle for the Net”[1] hosted a modified version of the NDT client on their website. Their client was essentially a wrapper around NDT which performed back-to-back tests with up to five M-Lab servers in the same region rather than just the closest one, in an attempt to observe more paths. This group released, and then significantly modified [42], a report claiming evidence of congestion in more networks than the original M-Lab report. Media coverage generated a
Unfortunately, path information is not always available from large-scale throughput measurement platforms. M-Lab collects Paris traceroutes [5] from M-Lab servers toward clients that run measurements against their infrastructure, and releases this data publicly. Paris traceroute overcomes the problems with using the traditional traceroute tool for inferring router-level topology and paths in the presence of load-balancing, by carefully controlling the header fields in sent packets. However, the path information from Paris tracerace was incomplete prior to 2015 (Section 4.1) and in the latter half of 2016 [35]. Other large-scale throughput measurement platforms such as Ookla’s Speedtest.net either do not collect path information at all, or do not release this data. Furthermore, even if path information is available from traceroutes, using it as input to a tomography algorithm is challenging due to issues with measurement synchronization and traceroute artifacts [21]. One alternative is to use a simplified form of tomography at the AS-level; M-Lab’s studies of interconnection congestion used this simplified approach. This section describes this method and its assumptions.

### 3.1 Applying simplified AS-level tomography for congestion localization

Strong diurnal trends in achieved throughput in NDT measurements from servers in an AS $S$ (source AS) to clients in an AS $A$ (access AS) indicate the presence of link(s) along the path between $S$ and $A$ that are congested at peak times. However, other problems unrelated to congestion could result in such diurnal trends in NDT download throughput, e.g., problems in the user’s home network or the user’s access network. One way to mitigate the effects of access link issues is to compare diurnal congestion trends seen in NDT measurements from an access network $A$ to servers in different ASes. If paths from a source AS $S_1$ to access network $A$ show diurnal patterns indicating peak-hour congestion, but paths from source AS $S_2$ to access AS $A$ do not, this difference suggests that access link/home network congestion was not a factor. The M-Lab reports went further and claimed that any perceived performance degradation on paths from $S$ to $A$ was on the interdomain link between $S$ and $A$. This simplified AS-level tomography approach relies on three key assumptions for this inference to be correct:

1. **Assumption 1:** There is no congestion internal to ASes. Thus, inferred congestion on end-to-end paths is at an interdomain link between ASes. This assumption is crucial to tomography at the AS-level; because finer-grained path information is not available (or not used), the internal structure of ASes is unknown. This assumption relies on the internal networks of ASes being well-provisioned to handle all incoming or outgoing traffic.

2. **Assumption 2:** The server and client ASes directly interconnect. That is, no other ASes are on paths from the server AS to the client AS. If both Assumption 1 and 2 hold, the tomography problem has a straightforward solution: any observed congestion on paths from server AS $S$ to access AS $A$ must be on the AS-level interconnection between $S$ and $A$.

3. **Assumption 3:** All router-level interconnections over which an inference is made for the AS interconnection behave similarly. If this assumption holds, then AS-level inference accurately reflects the performance of every link.
or router-level interconnection within it. For this assumption to hold, it is critical that throughput measurements from a server in AS S to clients in AS A are aggregated in a way that the paths to those clients traverse a single interconnection between S and A, or interconnections between S and A that behave similarly (e.g., parallel links between the same border routers). As Claffy et al. [14] discuss, interdomain congestion often shows regional effects. Consequently, aggregation across interdomain links is particularly problematic if those links are in different geographical regions, as they could vary widely in terms of diurnal throughput patterns.

These assumptions bear careful consideration in today’s complex Internet ecosystem. The first assumption, that ASes do not experience internal congestion, derives from historical knowledge that networks generally are willing to invest significant capital in upgrading their own internal infrastructure, while disputes tend to arise at interconnection points where who pays for the upgrade depends on private negotiation between the interconnecting parties. The data at our disposal does not allow us to investigate this assumption; however evidence from recent events suggests that it may be valid. In Section 4 we use the public M-Lab path data (though limited) to test the validity of assumptions 2 and 3.

4 IS THE TOPOLOGY AMENABLE TO SIMPLIFIED TOMOGRAPHY?
Assessing the validity of the two topological assumptions described in Section 3.1 (2 and 3) will inform our judgment of the feasibility of applying simplified AS-level tomography without the use of finer-grained path information. A limited set of path measurements in the M-Lab dataset sheds doubt on whether these assumptions hold generally. A fundamental requirement in our analysis is to use traceroute measurements from M-Lab to reason about AS-level interconnections between networks. Luckie, et al. [25] describe in detail many things that can go wrong in inference of boundaries between ASes. Two recent pieces of work, bdrmap [26] and MAP-IT [28] have taken some steps toward overcoming those challenges. In this section, we use MAP-IT, the more general of the two interdomain link identification tools which can use a set of traceroutes that has already been collected, and apply it to the set of traceroutes collected from the M-Lab platform. We first describe the constrained set of path information available from the M-Lab, and use MAP-IT to analyze whether this limited data reveals the extent to which the M-Lab server and client are in adjacent ASes; We then apply MAP-IT to the collected traceroute data to analyze whether NDT measurements from an M-Lab server often reach a given access AS over the same physical interconnection link. For most of this analysis we use M-Lab data from 2015 in order to align it with the time periods in which the M-Lab reports and “Battle for the Net” [42] studies were released (Nov 2014 to May 2015).

4.1 Path measurements in the M-Lab dataset
Each site in M-Lab’s platform is configured to launch a Paris traceroute toward every client that initiates any TCP-based measurement to the M-Lab test server. For each NDT measurement a client initiates, the server should launch a Paris traceroute toward the client. In M-Lab’s initial Paris traceroute deployment, the infrastructure ran this traceroute service as a single-threaded process; consequently, if the server was performing a traceroute to client c1 while client c2 generated a new NDT measurement, the server would not perform a traceroute toward client c2. The platform also does not explicitly associate an NDT measurement with its corresponding Paris traceroute; the only way to match NDT measurements to corresponding traceroutes is to search the data for Paris traceroutes that were executed closely after a client ran an NDT measurement. To perform this association in the data, we matched NDT tests run by each client with the first traceroute from the server to that same client within a 10-minute window after the NDT test. With this window, the available traceroutes during May 2015 allowed us to match 71% (527,480 out of 743,780 NDT tests) from clients to M-Lab servers (with both endpoints in the U.S.). If we relaxed the matching window to allow traceroutes either before or after the NDT test, we were able to match 87% of NDT tests with traceroutes. Given that the incomplete matching was a known issue for the M-Lab team, we analyzed the NDT and Paris traceroute data from March 2017 to check whether the matching fraction had improved. We found that in March 2017, we were able to match about the same fraction, 76% of NDT tests (4,689,239 out of 6,185,394) from U.S. M-Lab servers to U.S. clients using a window of 10 minutes after the NDT test.

Another limitation of M-Lab’s traceroute support is that traceroutes are only in one direction (server to client). Clients usually run the NDT client using the web-browser implementation, where the client cannot traceroute to the server because traceroute requires lower level access to sockets. Consequently, paths from clients to M-Lab servers are not visible in this data set.

4.2 Investigating Assumption # 2: Are servers and clients in adjacent ASes?
Using the corpus of traceroute data from M-Lab in May 2015 that we matched with NDT tests (Section 4.1), we investigated Assumption 2, i.e., that server and client ASes were generally directly connected. We extracted traces from all U.S. M-Lab servers to clients in 12 major U.S. ISPs listed in the Measuring Broadband America report [20]. To identify clients in various ISPs, we used the prefix-to-AS mapping from CAIDA’s AS-rank project [12], which used public BGP data from 1-5 May 2015.

Identifying interdomain links in traceroute:
In order to identify whether the server AS and client AS are directly connected or not, it is necessary to identify the AS boundaries in the traceroutes. Identifying the interdomain link between the server AS and client AS in a traceroute path faces several challenges [25]. One is that in a transition between ASes A and B, the interdomain link interfaces could be numbered out of either A or B’s address space.

Section 3.2 of that paper: “Inferring Interdomain Links”.

M-Lab corrected this issue in 2016 [24], which however led to further issues described in Section 2.2.
There are further challenges such as third party addresses that appear in traceroute that may confuse the identification of AS boundaries. Finally, we do not control the source or the destination of the traceroute, and therefore cannot perform additional measurements.

Fortunately, a recent effort by Marder et al. [28] focused on exactly the problem of inferring interdomain links in a set of traceroutes that have already been collected. The MAP-IT algorithm works on the basic premise that a single traceroute is insufficient to identify the AS borders that were traversed. Instead, collating together multiple traceroutes provides more constraints that can be used to infer which interfaces represent an interdomain link. The MAP-IT algorithm uses traceroutes along with additional information such as prefix-AS mappings, AS relationship data, AS-to-Organization data, and list of IXP prefixes to infer each AS boundary. This approach effectively handles the challenges posed by naming point-to-point interfaces from /30 or /31 prefixes, minimizes the impact of third-party addresses and load balancing, and corrects for mistaken inferences due to low visibility of certain interfaces in traceroute paths. Marder et al. showed that the algorithm achieved more than 90% accuracy on the datasets they tested.

We processed the entire set of matched traceroutes from May 2015 through the MAP-IT [28] algorithm. In addition to the traceroute-derived adjacencies, we used CAIDA’s prefix-AS mapping derived from BGP routing tables from May 1-5, 2015, CAIDA’s AS-Organization mapping [13] from July 2015 (the closest available snapshot to May 2015), and a list of IXP prefixes obtained from peeringDB [34] and PCH [32] as input to MAP-IT. For each Paris traceroute from the server to client, we then used the inference from MAP-IT to determine if the server AS and client AS were directly connected, or whether there were additional interdomain links between the server and the client AS. We considered sibling ASes as the same AS hop using information from CAIDA’s AS-to-Organization dataset [13]. To obtain sibling AS lists for the client ASes, we used a manually curated list of sibling ASes for each of the top U.S. ISPs that we considered. To curate this list, we used CAIDA’s AS-to-Organization dataset, Hurricane Electric’s set of BGP tools [22] and then manually inspected the resulting set to remove false positives (ASes that were not siblings).

Analyzing connectivity between Server and Client ASes:
We found that 82% of the 383k traces we could analyze toward the 12 ISPs had the server AS connected directly to the client AS. However, this fraction varied considerably by ISP: 91% for AT&T, 96% for Comcast, 82% for CenturyLink, 86% for Verizon, 75% for Time Warner Cable, but only 37% for Charter, 39% for Cox, and 47% for Frontier (Figure 1). In particular, Charter, Cox, and Frontier were all in the top 10 ISPs in the U.S. in Q3 2015, yet had a much smaller fraction of tests that traversed a single AS hop from the server to client. Table 1 lists the broadband access providers in the US with more than one million subscribers as of Q3 2015 (retrieved from Wikipedia [2] page history).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISP</th>
<th>Number of subscribers (Q3 2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comcast</td>
<td>23,329,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>15,778,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Warner Cable</td>
<td>13,313,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>9,228,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CenturyLink</td>
<td>6,048,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>5,572,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox</td>
<td>4,300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cablevision</td>
<td>2,809,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier</td>
<td>2,444,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suddenlink</td>
<td>1,467,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windstream</td>
<td>1,095,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediacom</td>
<td>1,085,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Broadband access providers in the United States with more than one million subscribers as of Q3 2015 (retrieved from Wikipedia [2] page history)
Summary: We conclude that the assumption of direct connection between server AS and client AS during May 2015 appeared to be true for the top 5 U.S. residential broadband access providers as of 2015, and not always true for 3 of the top 10 providers. Clearly, when analyzing NDT tests between a given server and client AS, care must be taken to ensure that the server and client AS are directly connected, using traceroutes and a technique to identify AS boundaries in traceroutes. Given the dynamic nature of AS-level interconnection, these conditions merit periodic re-examination.

4.3 Investigating Assumption # 3: diversity of interconnection to access providers

As discussed in Section 3.1, the simplified AS-level tomographic approach used in the original M-Lab report [27] implicitly assumes that either a) all measurements between that server to clients in the access AS traverse a single IP link or router-level interdomain interconnection, or b) that all IP links or router-level interconnections traversed by those measurements are similar in performance. These assumptions are required because ideally tests should not be aggregated across multiple links; if they are aggregated, they should be across links that are likely to behave similarly. Claffy et al. [14] discuss that interdomain congestion often shows regional effects. Consequently, aggregating tests across links is particularly problematic if those links are in different geographical regions, as they could vary widely in terms of diurnal throughput patterns. The M-Lab service uses proximity-based server selection to try to ensure a client performs its measurement to the geographically closest M-Lab server. We investigate the validity of Assumption 3 by exploring the topological diversity of interconnection links between an M-Lab server and NDT clients in an access ISP AS, i.e., the set of IP-level interdomain links traversed in tests from a server to client.

Identification of IP-level interdomain links

In Section 4.2, we used MAP-IT to identify the interdomain links in traceroute paths from May 2015 for the purposes of AS adjacency analysis. We reuse that same dataset to investigate the diversity of router-level interconnection, as it contains all the information necessary to identify the IP-level interdomain link traversed in a traceroute path. Specifically, for NDT tests (which could be matched with a corresponding Paris traceroute) from a server in AS S to clients in access AS A, we examine the traceroutes and determine (using MAP-IT) which IP-level interdomain links those traceroutes traversed.

Fine-grained link-level topological analysis

Our results confirmed that AS-level aggregation of measurements masked the diversity of interconnection between ASes. Table 2 lists the number of interdomain links observed from an M-Lab server in Atlanta hosted by Level 3 to 6 access ISPs, and the number of NDT measurements performed across all observed interconnections with that access ISP in May 2015. The third column lists the number of NDT tests that traversed each interdomain IP link between Level3 and that ISP. Only a single ISP, Frontier, has a significant number of tests (107) that cross a single interdomain IP link. All paths to other ISPs either have a small representation of measurements (<100), or cross multiple interdomain IP links. Distribution of measurements across interdomain links is not uniform. Comcast’s AS22909 had 1,130 measurements traversing one interdomain IP link, while Comcast’s AS7922 had a total of 1767 measurements traversing two interdomain IP links (with an uneven distribution). Overall, we found that the tests to Comcast traversed 18 different AS-level links between Level3 and Comcast, comprising 30 unique IP links. We found that a majority of measurements (2395) to AT&T (AS7018) traversed a single IP link in Atlanta (we found the geographic location using reverse DNS lookups of the inferred interdomain hop), the next highest number (820) crossed an IP link in Washington DC, and 770 measurements crossed an IP link in New York City. Therefore the assumption that measurements aggregated at the AS level reflect a single connection between the server and client ASes in a given geographic region does not hold in all cases. The observed geographical spread of the interdomain links is especially problematic given the possibility of regional congestion effects [14].

A limitation of the MAP-IT algorithm is that it does not operate at the router level, and hence cannot reveal the presence of parallel IP links between the same pair of border routers. We used DNS names to resolve interdomain IP links into router-level interconnects for the 39 inferred interdomain links from Level 3 to Cox (AS22773), which seemed an abnormally high number. Of those 39, 12 interdomain interfaces in the level3.net domain had DNS names “COX-COMMUNI.Edge5.Dallas3.Level3.net” that hinted that they were parallel links to Cox from the same Level3 router in Dallas. Another 5 IP links with the same DNS name “COX-COMMUNI.Ear1.SanJose3.Level3.net” indicate that these were on a single router in San Jose. DNS entries indicated that there were two more groups of parallel links in Washington D.C. (7 links) and Los Angeles (9 links).

Summary

Based on our analysis, we conclude that aggregating NDT throughput measurement results at an AS granularity masks the fact that
different measurements could cross different IP-level links, sometimes in different geographical regions and which may have vastly different performance characteristics. Routing policies and varying client vantage point diversity can lead to significant differences in the number of measurements traversing different interconnects. On the other hand, aggregating measurements that cross different IP links between the same pair of routers may be acceptable, as load balancing generally ensures an even distribution of flows across parallel links. The range of possible scenarios highlights the importance of inferring the set of IP or router-level links that comprise the AS-level aggregation. Once the set of all IP links traversed by measurements from a server AS to a client AS are identified, it is possible to separate the NDT tests according to the IP link traversed, and evaluate whether different IP links comprising an AS-level aggregate do indeed show similar behavior. Unfortunately, the complexity of router-level interconnection may render path information from Paris traceroute insufficient to accurately identify the interdomain connection between two networks (the MAP-T algorithm could fail or produce an incorrect inference). We need dedicated tools such as bdrmap [26] running on the server-side infrastructure to map interdomain borders, which could utilize additional measurements beyond traceroutes (e.g., alias resolution), and traceroutes in both directions associated with an NDT test, to accurately pinpoint the interdomain link traversed by each NDT test.

5 PLACEMENT OF TESTING SERVERS

Placement of servers for throughput testing has the primary objective of minimizing latency to the client (§ 2). We propose two additional considerations for using these measurement infrastructures to infer congestion on interdomain links. First, paths from within the access ISP to the test servers should cover as many interconnections of the access AS as possible. Second, measured paths should be representative of paths that normal, user-generated traffic from the clients traverse. We estimate, for two throughput-measurement platforms – M-Lab and Ookla’s Speedtest.net – the set of interdomain interconnections of an access network that are covered, i.e., whether a test to any server from that platform run from a client in the access network would traverse a given interdomain link of that access network.

5.1 Methodology to assess coverage

Measuring interdomain connectivity of access ISPs:

To measure the coverage of interdomain interconnections of access ISPs that the currently deployed server-side measurement infrastructure can provide, we first need to identify the set of interdomain interconnections of those access ISPs. For this purpose we take a different approach from that in Section 4, where we had no option but to use existing traceroutes from M-Lab servers to clients in access ISPs. Here, we use vantage points inside access ISPs to launch comprehensive topology measurements outward toward the whole Internet. CAIDA operates a large measurement infrastructure consisting of more than a hundred Archipelago (Ark) [11] vantage points, many of which are hosted by access networks of interest. For this study, we employed 16 Ark vantage points (VPs) located in 9 access ISPs in the U.S.: 5 in Comcast, 3 in Time Warner Cable, 2 in Cox, and one each in Verizon, CenturyLink, Sonic, RCN, Frontier, and AT&T. These vantage points are located in 8 of the top 10 broadband access providers in the U.S.; we have at least one VP in each of the top 5 providers. We focused on VPs in the U.S. for two reasons. First, M-Lab’s focus is predominantly U.S.-centric. Second, recent disputes about congestion at interdomain links of access ISPs focused on U.S.-based access networks, and reports released by M-Lab [27] focused on U.S.-based networks.

To compile the set of interdomain interconnections of a given access network visible from an Ark VP in that network, we utilized bdrmap [26], an algorithm that accurately (the authors of [26] validated the algorithm to more than 90% accuracy on their ground truth data) infers all interdomain interconnections of a VP network visible from that VP. In the collection phase, bdrmap issues traceroutes from the VP toward every routed BGP prefix, and performs alias resolution (from the VP itself) on IP addresses seen from that VP in the traceroutes. We performed the data collection for bdrmap from our set of VPs in January and February 2017. In the analysis phase, we ran bdrmap using the collected topology data along with AS-relationship inferences from CAIDA’s AS-rank algorithm for January 2017 [12], and a list of address blocks belonging to IXPs obtained from PeeringDB [34] and PCH [32]. bdrmap outputs a set of interdomain interconnections for each VP, i.e., a set of border routers and neighboring networks, annotated with the type of routing relationship (customer, provider, peer, or unknown) between the VP network and the neighbor.

Table 3 shows, for each Ark monitor from which we ran bdrmap, the number of interdomain interconnections discovered at the AS and router level. We also classify the AS interconnections as customer, provider or peer using the aforementioned AS-relationship data. The data reveals the interconnection diversity in this set of access providers; some access providers such as AT&T, Verizon, Comcast and CenturyLink also operate large transit networks with thousands of customers and tens of peers. More importantly, the data highlights the scale of interdomain interconnection between large access networks. The largest access networks have hundreds of interdomain interconnections at the router-level. Even a relatively small provider such as RCN has 87 interconnections at the AS-level and 101 at the router-level.

Measuring the coverage of interdomain links

To ascertain the set of interdomain links that were covered using the M-Lab or Speedtest.net servers, we performed traceroutes from each Ark VP toward each of the M-Lab and Speedtest.net servers. We use the output of bdrmap to identify the interdomain link, if any (at both the router and AS-level) traversed by the traceroute. If the traceroute from a VP to a testing server S traverses a router-level interdomain link r corresponding to the AS-level link A, then we classify AS A and the router-level interconnection r with AS A as covered by the server S.

Measuring the paths to popular web content

We also wanted to ascertain the intersection between the interconnections that are covered using either the M-Lab or Speedtest.net server infrastructure, and those on the paths toward popular web content from each access ISP. For each domain in the Alexa top 500 U.S. sites [3], we scraped the default page and extracted all subdomains. We performed DNS lookups of those domains at the
Table 3: Statistics from our border identification process. We ran `bdrmap` in Jan-Feb 2017 on a wide variety of networks in terms of size. While each of the measured networks provides broadband access, several networks such as AT&T, Verizon, CenturyLink and Comcast provide transit, which is reflected in the large number of AS customers. From the point of view of congestion measurement, the number of peers (and particularly the number of router-level peer interconnections) is important.
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Figure 2: Per Ark VP, AS-level (left graph) and router-level (right graph) interdomain interconnections discovered by `bdrmap`, and number of those interconnections appearing in traceroutes to M-Lab and Speedtest.net servers in January 2017. Across Ark VPs, only a few AS and router-level interconnections discovered by `bdrmap` were covered using M-Lab servers. Speedtest.net servers provided better coverage of both AS and router-level interconnections than M-Lab.
Figure 3: Per Ark VP, AS-level (left graph) and router-level (right graph) peer interconnections discovered by bdrmap, and the number of those interconnections appearing in traceroutes to M-Lab and Speedtest.net servers in January 2017. Across VPs, only a subset of peer interconnections are covered using M-Lab and Speedtest.net. Speedtest.net servers provided better coverage of both AS and router-level peer interconnections than M-Lab.

Figure 4: Differences in the number of interconnections traversed on paths to M-Lab and Speedtest.net servers vs. those on paths toward Alexa targets. “Mlab-Alexa” denotes the number of interconnections in traceroutes to M-Lab servers but not in traceroutes to Alexa targets. “Alexa-Mlab” denotes the number of interconnections in traceroutes to Alexa targets but not in traceroutes to M-Lab servers. The remaining two bars compare the overlap between interconnections on paths to Speedtest.net servers and Alexa targets. For each VP a significant number of interconnections on paths to popular web content were not covered using M-Lab or Speedtest.net servers.

5.2 Coverage of interdomain interconnections

Figure 2 compares the set of (AS-level and router-level) interconnections of the 16 VPs observed in traceroutes toward M-Lab and Speedtest.net targets with the set of interconnections bdrmap
Another factor to consider when designing a measurement infrastructure to support a number of measurement tests, a comprehensive view of interdomain interconnections of access networks requires substantial server-side coverage than M-Lab provides. Moreover, building a measurement infrastructure that will provide visibility into all or even most of such connections requires topology-aware deployment of measurement servers.

5.3 Overlap with interconnections used to access popular web content

Another factor to consider when designing a measurement infrastructure to capture interconnection performance is which interconnections are traversed on paths to popular web content. Figure 4 shows, per Ark VP, the overlap between the set of interdomain interconnections covered using M-Lab and Speedtest.net servers and those traversed on paths to popular web content (the Alexa targets described in Section 5.1). For 13 of 16 VPs, we observed AS-level interconnections on paths to M-Lab servers that were not on paths to any Alexa targets. For those 13 VPs, between 8% and 25% of AS-level interconnections on paths to M-Lab servers were not on paths toward any Alexa targets. More importantly, for each VP we observed AS-level interconnections on paths toward Alexa targets that were not covered using M-Lab or Speedtest.net servers. Specifically, between 79% and 90% of AS-level interconnections on paths from Ark VPs to Alexa targets were not covered using M-Lab servers. For example, in the case of our Comcast VP in Bedminster MA (bed-us), 71 AS-level interconnections were traversed on paths towards Alexa targets, of which 62 (13 peers, 28 customers, 1 provider, 20 with unknown relationships) were not covered by M-Lab servers. For the same Comcast VP, 34 AS-level interconnections (3 peers, 20 customers, and 11 unknown) out of 71 AS-level interconnections on paths to Alexa targets were not covered using Speedtest.net servers. The number of AS-level interconnections on paths to Alexa targets that are not covered is lower for Speedtest.net than M-Lab, indicating that the larger deployment of interdomain interconnections traversed on paths to popular web content than M-Lab. However, Speedtest.net is a closed proprietary platform and unlike M-Lab, does not support custom measurement tools.

5.4 Changes over time

We conducted the entire set of previously described measurements and analysis — bdrmap to identify interdomain borders, Alexa lookups, and coverage analysis of interdomain connections using M-Lab and Speedtest.net servers — in two snapshots, October 2015 and the more recent snapshot from February 2017 described earlier in this section. Between the two snapshots, interestingly, the number of M-Lab servers was exactly the same — 261. Speedtest, on the other hand, expanded their server footprint from 3591 (October 2015) to 5209 (February 2017). However, we found that the coverage of all AS-level interconnections using both M-Lab and Speedtest servers actually decreased by a small amount (<5%) for all ISPs. We dig deeper into changes in the coverage specifically for peer connections because, as stated earlier, those are more important from the point of view of interdomain congestion. We observed the following changes in the coverage of peer AS interconnections with Speedtest between October 2015 to February 2017: from 69% to 78% for Comcast, from 81% to 76% for Verizon, from 84% to 86% for Cox, from 63% to 55% for AT&T, from 80% to 79% for CenturyLink. Apart from the increase in the coverage of Comcast and Cox’s peer interconnections, the coverage of other networks decreased. For M-Lab the corresponding numbers were: 21% to 27% for Comcast, 31% to 29% for Verizon, 13% to 5% for Cox, 28% to 15% for AT&T; and 23% to 19% for CenturyLink. For M-Lab too we find that that the coverage of Comcast’s peers increased; the coverage of all other networks decreased. This analysis reiterates our earlier observation that the strategic placement of testing servers is important to achieve testability of interdomain interconnections.
6 STATISTICAL CHALLENGES

End-to-end throughput-based measurement to detect congestion involves two steps: the measurement itself, and aggregating measurements to infer congestion on the path. The analysis relies on two assumptions: (1) Internet traffic has diurnal patterns, and a link is unlikely to be persistently congested all day. (2) A client is typically limited by the access link capacity, i.e., links upstream of the access link are typically not the throughput bottleneck. Therefore, if a client achieves significantly less throughput during peak times than during off-peak times, a plausible explanation is that the throughput is being limited by a congested link further upstream of the access link. While superficially a sound approach, the leap from observing diurnal patterns in an aggregate set of measurements to claiming congestion relies on two further—and major—assumptions: (1) the samples used are consistent across the day, and across a variety of access link configurations are comparable, and (2) there are well-understood thresholds for detecting congestion. Two factors shed some doubt on these assumptions: limitations of crowdsourced measurements, and ambiguity in what constitutes congestion.

6.1 Limitations of crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing has advantages in terms of size and richness of resulting samples. It also has limitations:

- **Samples cannot be controlled.** Any particular home or client likely generates only one or a few samples, and their network performance may vary widely.
- **Time of day bias.** Since users manually launch tests, there are usually more runs during the day than at night, which can make the diurnal pattern difficult to discern.
- **Service plan variance.** It is difficult to get ground truth about expected performance without input from users, e.g., the user’s service tier, which would suggest what the user could reasonably expect from a throughput test. Even within a region, an ISP could offer service plans with capacities that vary by an order of magnitude. Such information is typically available only to access ISPs and the users themselves (although many users do not know their service tier), and web-based tests cannot automatically obtain it.
- **Home network interference.** Cross traffic on the home network, especially on Wi-Fi, could affect throughput. Previous work has shown how home wireless networks have a major impact on performance [38, 39], and how wireless performance could vary significantly even across devices within a single home.

Figure 5 reproduces a graph from M-Lab 2015 analysis [4] that shows how throughput performance varied by time of day for AT&T and Comcast users to an M-Lab server hosted in GTT in Atlanta during May 2015. The M-Lab analysis stated that “AT&T users experienced the most consistent patterns of congestion-related degradation across measurement points on a diversity of transit ISPs, most notably on GTT for Atlanta. . . . Other access ISPs such as Comcast did not display as substantial of degradation to those same sites during the same period”.

We examine this case in more detail. Instead of tracking only median throughput as the report does, we plot the average and standard deviation of throughput, and number of samples, to illustrate the four limiting factors described above. First, we see variance is high; during off-peak for AT&T (Figure 5a), and consistently so in the case of Comcast (Figure 5b). This variance could be caused by one of these limiting factors, e.g., differences in service plan rates exacerbated by the sparseness of measurements from a single client, or even wireless issues or differences in the home network. Second, off-peak hours have significantly fewer samples—fewer than 20 in some cases—illustrating the time of day bias. Fewer samples during off-peak hours is consistent with general network usage, but makes it difficult to compare peak versus off-peak performance with statistically significant results. With so few samples, the throughput measurements could be skewed by any of the above confounding factors.

6.2 Thresholds to detect congestion

Even if we assume that we can compare peak and off-peak throughput to infer congestion during peak hours, identifying what constitutes congestion is not straightforward. The M-Lab [27] report identified examples where the peak-hour download throughput measurements dropped drastically, such as from highs of greater than 10 Mbps to less than 1 Mbps for AT&T (Figure 5a); such drops can be reasonably attributed to a link on the end-to-end path that is saturated during peak hours. However, even examples used in the report to contrast with congested links show diurnal patterns as in the case of Comcast tests to GTT servers in Atlanta (Figure 5b, which was identified as an uncongested link in the report.) In this example, the peak-to-trough difference in throughput for Comcast is about 30% (even removing the off-peak hours with few samples, this difference is 20%). Such a measurable, non-trivial diurnal throughput drop raises the question: how large a throughput drop can one safely interpret as evidence of congestion?

These two cases likely reflect two different link states: a link that becomes congested at peak hours vs. an uncongested link that sees higher utilization during peak hours (as most links do). For the AT&T tests in Figure 5a, the drop in throughput, coupled with very low variance, means that all tests see consistently low throughput, suggesting peak-hour congestion is the cause. It is more difficult to attribute a cause to the performance drop of Comcast tests in Figure 5b. This drop could be due to sample bias, more users sharing the cable medium during peak hours, or that a subset of Comcast users experienced lower peak-hour throughput due to contention at some point on the end-to-end path. This raises the question: is there a more direct way to identify whether a flow was congested by an already busy link or whether the flow itself drove congestion in a (presumably access) link? Distinguishing these two cases is still an open challenge in throughput-based congestion inference.

7 LESSONS LEARNED

Congestion at ISP interconnections has been a recent focus in the research, economic, and regulatory arenas. There have been recent, high-profile, efforts in attempting to understand the extent of such congestion by using crowdsourced throughput tests from distributed measurement infrastructures. We used public measurement data from these efforts, and our own measurement experiments, to investigate challenges in inferring interconnection congestion using end-to-end throughput measurements. The methodological challenges
fall into three categories: the complexity and opaqueness of the Internet's topology; visibility of interconnections used to access popular content; and statistical issues associated with crowdsourced sampling of performance measurements. Overcoming each challenge with available data requires making several assumptions, and we used this broad set of measurements to assess the degree to which these assumptions hold on today's Internet.

First, pinpointing the location of congestion using end-to-end measurement requires application of network tomographic techniques to detailed router-level path information in both directions taken at the time of the end-to-end measurements. Obtaining such information is an open research and policy challenge. An alternative is to use coarser-grained, i.e., AS-level tomography, and to further simplify the tomography with three assumptions: there is no congestion internal to ASes, only at interconnects; the two endpoints of the measurement are in directly connected ASes; and there is only one physical link connecting them which the measurement traffic traverses. The first assumption is consistent with comments from many industry players we have seen in discussions on NANOG and received via personal communication; we did not have data to investigate it in this study. With respect to the second assumption, our analysis of data from M-Lab’s study [27] revealed that although most clients are usually one AS hop away from M-Lab’s testing server, most tests between some AS pairs traverse multiple AS hops. Having more than one AS hop between the server and client sheds doubt on congestion inferences, because any interdomain link in the path could be the point of congestion (assuming also that congestion is more likely at interdomain links than internal to networks).

The third assumption is more problematic: the limited path information available from the M-Lab study shows that the interconnections between the same two pair of ISPs are often not crossing the same IP link. This is consistent with recent studies that show that larger ASes tend to interconnect with each other in many locations, and congestion on these interconnections can often have regional effects [14].

Second, what we can currently measure with existing server-side measurement infrastructure is only a small subset of the interconnection landscape, and may not provide visibility of paths that carry

Figure 5: Diurnal throughput (left) and number of samples (right) using NDT tests from a M-Lab server in GTT to clients in AT&T (a) and Comcast (b). AT&T users see a drop in throughput to less than 1 Mbps during peak hours. Comcast users see a drop as well, but not to the same extent. The number of samples are also much fewer during off-peak hours.
popular content. Our analysis revealed that the set of interdomain interconnections, both at the router and AS-level, testable using M-Lab or Speedtest.net infrastructure typically had low overlap with those traversed on the paths to popular web content.

Finally, crowdsourcing methods have advantages in the potential for sampling breadth across geographical regions, ISPs, service plans, and home network conditions. However, in practice, crowdsourced measurements can yield exactly the opposite: an uneven distribution of samples across time of day, access link speeds, and home network qualities. Another statistical challenge is selection of a threshold drop in throughput to constitute evidence of congestion.

Recommendations

Our methodology and analysis offers opportunities for measurement platforms to tune the deployment of their measurement servers to improve the coverage of relevant interdomain interconnects. We offer several suggestions to mitigate the impact of these issues and enable more rigorous inference of congestion: Most critical, every throughput-based test must include a traceroute taken as close as possible in time to the test, preferably in both directions. Deploying a router-level interconnection inference tool such as bdrmap [26] on a server-side infrastructure such as M-Lab would greatly increase situational awareness of the topology state during measurements by allowing inference of which router-level interconnects a given test traverses. To limit the potential of interference from multiple points of interconnection, measurement projects could strategically deploy servers to increase the fraction of one-hop tests, modifying server selection logic to select only directly connected servers, and using path information to discard tests that traverse more than one AS hop. In any case, analysis of throughput measurements should not aggregate across router-level links (particularly if the router-level links are in separate geographical regions). Doing so may aggregate across links with dissimilar performance characteristics [14].

To ensure that congestion inferences reflect performance that users actually experience, measurement platforms should incorporate regular measurements of paths to popular content. Otherwise, claims about congestion at interconnects should acknowledge that those interconnects may not be on the path from the most popular content to users. Finally, the community could mitigate the statistical limitations of crowdsourcing by using other measurement platforms to run periodic tests that complement the crowdsourced tests. Ark, BISmark, and RIPE Atlas are a few examples of platforms that support repeated longitudinal measurements. These other platforms are not provisioned to support the bandwidth requirements of NDT throughput measurements, but they, as well as M-Lab, could support lower-limit techniques such as TS LP [25] to provide additional insight into the presence and location of congestion.

Future work

We hope that these recommendations will lead to improvements in measurement platforms to better support the inference and localization of congestion. With regard to the analysis of existing data, a focus of our ongoing work is to use the insights we have gleaned from the analysis of router-level interconnection (Section 4) to more rigorously analyze the M-Lab data. In particular, we are using the NDT tests in conjunction with Paris traceroutes and MAP-IT inferences to identify the specific IP-level interconnection traversed by each test. By doing so, we will be able to analyze the performance of tests traversing each individual IP-level interconnect between a given source and client AS, and to make inferences about whether specific IP-level interconnection links are congested.

In general, being able to detect the presence and type of congestion is an still open problem. It would be useful if speed tests such as those conducted by M-Lab, various speed test sites, and the FCC Measuring Broadband America infrastructure could reveal more information about the path than simply achievable throughput. We have taken some steps in this direction with recent work [37] that uses RTT signatures extracted from speed tests to determine whether a TCP flow was limited by an already congested link in the path, or whether it started on an initially unconstrained path, thus driving buffer behavior. While this method cannot by itself pinpoint the location of the congested link, we believe that it can provide additional information useful for interpreting the results of speed tests. Our focus in the near future will be on getting this capability deployed on the M-Lab and FCC Measuring Broadband America infrastructure.
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